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This chapter is about the relationship between
intelligence and success. The central message of
the chapter is simple: intelligent people are more
successful than less intelligent people. The chapter will review the scientiﬁc evidence for that
message and discuss some theoretical problems,
in an attempt to show that the message is really
not that simple. But at ﬁrst we should probably
ask: What is success?
Success can be deﬁned as doing or achieving
something that is generally considered desirable
in the society. Naturally, there are many ways to
be successful, and some of these ways may be in
conﬂict with one another, so that achieving success in one ﬁeld may restrict you from having
success in another ﬁeld. Some readers may be
tempted to say that success is a purely subjective
phenomenon, which each individual deﬁnes for
oneself. That is certainly true, but it seems that
there is usually a high degree of consensus in
society as to what is desirable and what is not.
Even if there are individuals who reject some
form of success (for instance, claim that they do
not care about money), that form of success still
remains socially important and worthy of
research.
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Intelligence and Success:
An Overview
So what is the evidence for the relationship
between intelligence and success? Many readers
would probably be convinced by speciﬁc examples of people who are known to be highly intelligent and who have achieved great success in
some ﬁeld. For instance, Bill Gates is rumored to
have received an extremely high score on his college SAT,1 which would mean that he also must
have a very high IQ score. One can guess that Bill
Gates’ rise to one of the richest and most powerful men on earth must have something to do with
his IQ. However, such cases never prove anything
conclusively because we can always ﬁnd some
contrary examples. For instance, a legendary
punk groupie Nancy Spungen had an IQ of 134,
and still she became a drug addict and was
expelled from school and, ultimately, from her
own home by her own parents (Spungen 1983).
Instead of well-selected examples, we should
look at the statistical relationships between intelligence and various forms of success. Such relationships have been examined in numerous
studies, and it is not possible to review all of them
here. This review will concentrate on metaanalyses because results from meta-analyses are
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Table 25.1 Relationship between intelligence and measures of success (Results from meta-analyses)
Measure of success
Academic performance in primary education
Educational attainment
Job performance (supervisory rating)
Occupational attainment
Job performance (work sample)
Skill acquisition in work training
Degree attainment speed in graduate school
Group leadership success (group productivity)
Promotions at work
Interview success (interviewer rating of applicant)
Reading performance among problem children
Becoming a leader in group
Academic performance in secondary education
Academic performance in tertiary education
Income
Having anorexia nervosa
Research productivity in graduate school
Participation in group activities
Group leadership success (group member rating)
Creativity
Popularity among group members
Happiness
Procrastination (needless delay of action)
Changing jobs
Physical attractiveness
Recidivism (repeated criminal behavior)
Number of children
Trafﬁc accident involvement
Conformity to persuasion
Communication anxiety
Having schizophrenia

r

k

.58
.56
.53
.43
.38
.38
.35
.33
.28
.27
.26
.25
.24
.23
.20
.20
.19
.18
.17
.17
.10
.05
.03
.01
−.04
−.07
−.11
−.12
−.12
−.13
−.26

4
59
425
45
36
17
5
14
9
40
8
65
17
26
31
16
4
36
64
447
38
19
14
7
31
32
3
10
7
8
18

N
1,791
84,828
32,124
72,290
16,480
6,713
1,700
21,290
11,317
944
12,606
17,588
58,758
484
314

2,546
2,151
6,062
3,497
21,369
1,020
2,548

Source
Poropat (2009)
Strenze (2007)
Hunter and Hunter (1984)
Strenze (2007)
Roth et al. (2005)
Colquitt et al. (2000)
Kuncel et al. (2004)
Judge et al. (2004)
Schmitt et al. (1984)
Berry et al. (2007)
Nelson et al. (2003)
Judge et al. (2004)
Poropat (2009)
Poropat (2009)
Strenze (2007)
Lopez et al. (2010)
Kuncel et al. (2004)
Mann (1959)
Judge et al. (2004)
Kim (2005)
Mann (1959)
DeNeve & Cooper (1998)
Steel (2007)
Griffeth et al. (2000)
Feingold (1992)
Gendreau et al. (1996)
Lynn (1996)
Arthur et al. (1991)
Rhodes and Wood (1992)
Bourhis and Allen (1992)
Woodberry et al. (2008)

r correlation between intelligence and the measure of success, k number of studies included in the meta-analysis,
N number of individuals included in the meta-analysis

more reliable than results from single studies.
Table 25.1 presents a list of meta-analytic correlations between IQ scores and a number of outcomes that can reasonably be designated as
“success” (or lack of success). Of course, several
important forms of success have never been subjected to meta-analysis and are, consequently,
absent from Table 25.1; on the other hand, some
forms of success have been meta-analyzed more
than once, in which case I used the largest
meta-analysis.
Overall, it is evident from Table 25.1 that
intelligence tends to be positively correlated with

desirable outcomes and negatively correlated
with undesirable outcomes. Let us take a closer
look at some of the outcomes in Table 25.1. One
of the most classical outcomes of intelligence is
academic performance, typically measured by
grade point average or a speciﬁc academic test.
It is classical because IQ testing was originally
invented to predict academic success of students,
so it is no surprise that its correlation with intelligence is positive. However, the correlation is
perhaps not as strong as one might have expected.
Only among elementary school students is the
correlation really noteworthy (.58); among high
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school and college students, it is much lower
(0.24 and 0.23). This result goes against the claim
of some critics (e.g., McClelland 1973) that IQ
test is nothing else but a test of school learning.
But why is the correlation weaker on higher educational levels? The answer probably has to do
with decreasing variance: as people move from
elementary education to secondary and tertiary
education, less intelligent students are excluded
with each transition, reducing the variance of
intelligence and thereby also its correlation with
academic performance.
A highly desirable form of success in the
modern world is career success (or socioeconomic success). In Table 25.1, it is represented by
education, occupation, income, and promotions.
All these things are positively correlated with
intelligence – correlation with educational attainment is among the strongest correlations in
Table 25.1 (0.56), correlation with occupational
attainment is also strong (0.43), and income and
promotions have somewhat weaker correlations
(0.20 and 0.28). These results mean that intelligent people generally occupy higher positions in
society. A society with such IQ-based stratiﬁcation is called meritocracy (Young 1958) and is
often considered to be a fair and efﬁcient form of
society, because people are allowed to achieve
positions that correspond to their talents, as
opposed to being allocated to positions according
to their social origin (position of parents), race, or
gender. There has been quite a lot of dispute on
how meritocratic contemporary western society
really is. In 1994, Herrnstein and Murray published a book called The Bell Curve that became
notorious for claiming that, in the United States,
intelligence has a considerably stronger effect on
various forms of success than social origin and
that American society is moving toward IQ-based
class system. Saunders (1997) found that the
same might be true for Great Britain. Such results
imply that society is rather meritocratic. However,
critics have argued that these studies overestimated the effect of intelligence and underestimated the effect of social origin (Breen and
Goldthorpe 1999; Fischer et al. 1996).
Another important form of success is job performance, a measure of how well a worker performs
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his or her work tasks. That is obviously of great
relevance to organizations, and much research
has been devoted to ﬁnding good predictors of
job performance. Positive correlations with
supervisory ratings of job performance (0.53)
and work sample tests (0.38) in Table 25.1 demonstrate that intelligent people are good workers,
and IQ tests are, therefore, good personnel selection devices. Indeed, some researchers believe
that IQ tests are the best personnel selection
devices available (Schmidt and Hunter 1998). An
interesting ﬁnding is that IQ tests are better predictors of performance among cognitively complex jobs, compared to less complex jobs (Ones
et al. 2005). This means that IQ tests are very
useful in selecting good engineers, architects, or
dentists (cognitively complex jobs according to
Roos and Treiman 1980); IQ tests are less useful
for selecting good dishwashers, weavers, or garbage collectors, although, even among dishwashers, it is obvious that an intelligent worker is
better than a less intelligent one.
Some correlations in Table 25.1 are not quite
as expected. For instance, the correlation with
happiness is only 0.05. One might wonder, if
intelligent people are so successful in achieving
desirable goals, then how come they are not signiﬁcantly happier than less intelligent people?
The answer to this is simple. According to some
prominent theories of happiness (see Diener et al.
1999), the personal level of subjective well-being
is actually rather stable and not much dependent
on life events. Happiness is like a personality
trait; you either have it or not, and things you
achieve in life (or fail to achieve) will not affect it
very strongly.
Another surprising result in Table 25.1 is the
positive correlation with anorexia nervosa (0.20).
Most studies have found that intelligent people
are healthier and live longer than less intelligent
people (Calvin et al. 2010), so why are they more
likely to contract a serious disorder like anorexia
nervosa? To offer a speculative answer, we can
use the evolutionary theory of intelligence developed by Kanazawa (2004). According to this
theory, general intelligence is a brain function
that has evolved in human evolution to deal with
evolutionarily novel tasks. Take, for instance,
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activities like ﬁnding food, having children, and
collaborating with other humans – these are all
tasks that our ancestors have been solving for
millions of years, and for these tasks, it is likely
that speciﬁc hereditary brain mechanisms have
developed that promote the successful performance of that task. But activities like getting
good grades at school, making a lot of money, or
being thin have just recently been invented by our
society, and they do not (yet) have their own brain
mechanisms. For these novel tasks, people use
intelligence, which is a generic ability to solve
any type of (unexpected) problems. Kanazawa
notes that intelligence correlates positively with
evolutionarily novel activities, but the correlation
with ancient activities is zero or even negative.
That is also evident in Table 25.1, which mostly
lists novel school- or job-related forms of success
that have the expected positive correlation with
intelligence, but one of the most ancient forms of
success, number of children, has a negative correlation (−0.11). As for anorexia nervosa, the
desire for thinness (the basis for anorexia) is
clearly a novel goal that probably takes some
intelligence to achieve it.
Overall, the results in Table 25.1 present a
kind of a portrait of an intelligent person with
positive correlations depicting the characteristics
that an intelligent person is likely to have and
negative correlations depicting the characteristics
he or she is not likely to have. To make sense of
these correlations, it is good to have theories like
the one by Kanazawa (described above) that do
not concentrate on just one speciﬁc form of success, but strive to explain the whole pattern of
correlations.

Genes, Intelligence, and Success
It is difﬁcult to discuss intelligence without going
into discussion about genes. Intelligence certainly would not be such a controversial subject if
there was no reason to believe that IQ differences
between people are, to a considerable degree,
caused by genetic differences. Some researchers
have suggested that the heritability of intelligence
could be as high as 0.80 (Jensen 1969), but most
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have come up with lower estimates, somewhere
around 0.50 (Devlin et al. 1997), which is still
quite high. Given the substantial genetic basis of
intelligence and the robust relationship between
intelligence and social success, one can conclude
that the difference between successful and less
successful people is also genetic, to some degree.
This was indeed the conclusion made by
Herrnstein and Murray (1994). They argued that
contemporary western society allows people to
fulﬁll their genetic potential, which means that
people can achieve as much success as their
genetic IQ enables them to achieve; the social
position of each individual is, thus, ultimately
determined by genes, and western society evolves
toward genetic hierarchy where people with
“good genes” live in luxury and people with “bad
genes” struggle to survive. That system is further
solidiﬁed by assortative mating, the tendency for
people to marry and have children with partners
of similar IQ. Children of intelligent and rich parents have, thus, a double advantage – they inherit
their parents’ IQ as well as their resources – children of less intelligent poor parents, however, are
handicapped on both accounts (Herrnstein and
Murray 1994).
Is there any reason to believe that contemporary society could be such a genetic caste society? Behavioral genetic research has found that
almost all human characteristics and behaviors
have some genetic basis. In addition to intelligence, it has been found that criminality, alcoholism, and smoking also have a genetic component
(Malouff et al. 2008). The same is true about the
main social status indicators – education, occupation, and income. The heritability coefﬁcient of
education is about 0.50 (Rowe et al. 1999;
Silventoinen et al. 2000), heritability of occupation is about 0.40 (Tambs et al. 1989; Plomin and
Bergeman 1991), and heritability of income is
about 0.30 (Taubman 1976; Rowe et al. 1999).
This means that the similarity of parents and children in terms of social status is partly due to the
genetic transmission of characteristics that foster
(or hinder) status attainment. These numbers are
interesting, but it should be noted that the heritability values of status characteristics are still much
lower than the heritability values of physical
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characteristics. The heritability of height, for
instance, is about 0.75 (Silventoinen et al. 2000;
Benyamin et al. 2005). So, the diagnosis of
“genetic caste society” must be an overstatement.
There is probably some correspondence between
the genetic structure of human population and the
social structure of human society, but not any
genetic IQ castes with impenetrable borders.
And what is the role of intelligence in the
genetic transmission of social status? Given that
intelligence is heritable, Herrnstein and Murray
made an automatic conclusion that intelligence
must be the characteristic that plays the central
role in the intergenerational transmission of
genetic advantages. But that conclusion may
have been premature. Bowles and Gintis (2002)
have calculated that the role of “IQ genes” in the
parent–child similarity of social status is actually
quite small. They do not deny that social status is
heritable, but they claim that it is so mostly due to
other genetic characteristics, like race, health, or
personality. This conclusion by Bowles and
Gintis rests on sophisticated calculations, which I
have never seen anybody else make. I would treat
their conclusion with some caution until their
method has found more acceptance.

History, Intelligence, and Success
The evidence discussed so far has come exclusively from contemporary western societies. But
what about earlier historical periods and less
developed societies? Do these societies also have
intelligent people on top? There is, of course, no
direct evidence on the intelligence of people from
earlier than the twentieth century. But the general
opinion seems to be that earlier historical periods
mostly did not allow intelligent people to get
ahead in society. These societies had a rigid class
system, and a person born to lower ranks had no
opportunity to raise to upper ranks, no matter
how intelligent he or she was. According to The
Bell Curve, western societies really started to
become more meritocratic only in the middle of
the twentieth century. Around that time, the educational system became more democratic, and
colleges were opened up to intelligent youth,
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irrespective of their social background. At the
same time, the occupational system became more
complex with a lot of new cognitively demanding
jobs requiring intelligent workers. These two historical developments – increasing openness and
complexity – are the main social factors that created the positive correlation between intelligence
and career success, according to Herrnstein and
Murray (1994).
This scenario sounds convincing, but it has
been criticized on several grounds. Some authors
have presented evidence showing that intelligent
people were, in fact, able to be successful in earlier historical periods. Weiss describes the towns
of the sixteenth- to seventeenth-century Germany
where a lot of young men from modest social
background were able to work themselves into
higher positions (Weiss 1995). Weiss speculates
that these men probably had higher than average
IQ, given that they had no other advantage that
would explain their rise. Botton describes how
Napoleon changed the nineteenth-century French
army so that new ofﬁcers were recruited and promoted on the basis of their talent, rather than
social background (Botton 2004). Again, we can
speculate that this new system increased the correlation between intelligence and rank in the
army (and perhaps in society, more generally).
Adkins and Guo go much further back in time to
claim that the positive effect of genetic characteristics (such as intelligence) on success was probably the strongest in the archaic society of
hunter-gatherers, before the emergence of private
property and desire to pass it on to children
(Adkins and Guo 2008). Of course, “success”
had a completely different meaning back then,
but it depended entirely on individual ability.
Another line of criticism against The Bell
Curve concerns the claim of increasing meritocracy during the twentieth century. A number of
studies have tried to test this claim, and most
have failed to find the strengthening of the
IQ–success correlation, predicted by The Bell
Curve (Hauser and Huang 1997; Bowles et al.
2001; Strenze 2007). All these studies have used
data collected over several decades (mostly starting with the 1960s), and they have not found
any signs of the IQ–success relationship getting
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Fig. 25.1 The relationship between IQ–success relationship in a country (vertical axis) and economic development of
a country (horizontal axis)

stronger during that time. Does it mean that the
thesis of increasing meritocracy is wrong?
Perhaps, but it must be said that these studies
have almost exclusively relied on data from the
second half of the twentieth century, beginning
with the 1960s; there is little usable data from the
ﬁrst half of the century. According to The Bell
Curve, however, the most radical change took
place somewhere in the middle of the century (at
least in the Unites States) – so it is possible that
the available data are simply too late for the
change we are looking for. But at least it seems
relatively safe to say that after 1960–1970 there
has been little change in the correlation between
IQ and success.
An alternative way to address the same issue
is to compare data from different countries to see
if more developed countries have a stronger relationship between intelligence and success – that
would support the idea that societies become
more meritocratic as they evolve from traditional
into industrial and postindustrial. A sophisticated

cross-national analysis of that kind has not yet
been conducted because of lack of data. But as a
preliminary gauge, take a look at Fig. 25.1 that
presents a simple scatterplot based on data from
the International Adult Literacy Survey (IALS).
IALS is a cross-national survey, conducted in
1994–1998, that measured the literacy ability of
adults in 20 countries; it also included data on the
career success of these adults. I calculated for
each country the effect (regression coefﬁcient) of
literacy ability on income (see Strenze 2013, for
details) – that effect is presented on the vertical
axis of Fig. 25.1. The horizontal axis of Fig. 25.1
is the 1995 per capita gross national product
(GDP), a measure of societal development. Based
on the reasoning offered above, one would expect
to ﬁnd a positive relationship between GDP and
ability–income correlation, but in fact the relationship in Fig. 25.1 is negative. The more developed countries with higher GDP, like Norway or
Switzerland, tend to exhibit lower correlations
between people’s ability and income than the less
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developed countries like Chile or Hungary. Of
course, the data used in Fig. 25.1 is far from perfect, and the number of countries is too small to
draw any ironclad conclusions. However, a similar result was obtained by Psacharopoulos and
Patrinos (2004) as they compared the relationship
between education and income in nearly 100
countries and found that the relationship is stronger in less developed countries. That supports the
impression that, among the societies that exist
today, less developed societies are the ones where
people with higher ability (and education) get
better ﬁnancial rewards.
Based on these results, we can piece together
a speculative scenario of the history of the
IQ–success relationship. The primitive society of
our ancestors was presumably rather meritocratic
as each person had to earn one’s place in the tribe
using one’s own abilities and nobody got any
help from their “rich daddy.” As human society
grew more complex, large inequalities between
social groups emerged (think of slaves and citizens in ancient Rome or peasants and aristocrats
in medieval Europe), and most people were destined to live in the social class of their parents –
intelligence probably had little effect on people’s
life in these societies. These rigid class boundaries started to break down with the advent of
industrial society, as democratic values became
prevalent and there was increased demand for
able workers – that created an opportunity for
intelligent people to move up in the social ladder.
This process apparently reached its apex in the
middle of the twentieth century (in western societies) when the ﬁnal push toward liberalization of
educational and occupational market took place.
But after that, it seems, the relationship between
intelligence and career success has stayed the
same or even declined, possibly due to the tendencies in postindustrial welfare society to
reduce inequality and competition.

Conclusion
This short chapter was about the social consequences of intelligence. We saw that high IQ generally helps people to achieve numerous desirable
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outcomes and to keep away from undesirable ones
(but there are also some interesting exceptions to
that). The relationship between intelligence and
success is partly based on genetics, as intelligence
is itself partly genetic characteristic. But on the
other hand, the relationship is partly based on societal context, as only certain social conditions allow
intelligent people to fulﬁll their potential.
As we think about intelligence and success, we
must remember that the scientiﬁc question about
the relationship between intelligence and success
is closely connected to other scientiﬁc questions
about intelligence and, most importantly, to the
following question: What is it that IQ tests really
measure? This chapter was based on the implicit
assumption that IQ tests are reasonably good measures of general cognitive ability, but not all social
scientists would agree with that. To make sense of
the correlations between intelligence and success,
one must have a view on IQ testing and on the
nature of intelligence, in general, which is why I
now direct the reader to other chapters of this book
where these related topics are discussed.
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